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Abstract

Most of the mass loss from the Antarctic Ice Sheet occurs through glaciers and ice streams, where fast-flow is partially controlled

by rapid ice deformation in the margins. Deformation drives thermomechanical and recrystallization processes that influence

further deformation, a feedback which may destabilize glaciers. However, few models account for the feedback between deforma-

tion and recrystallization. We derive an idealized model for ice temperature and grain-size that partitions deformational work

into dissipated heat and changes in strain and surface energy, all of which drive dynamic recrystallization. Under conditions

common in glacier shear margins, we show that a large portion of deformational work is stored as elastic energy, with the

remainder dissipated as heat. This result revises our current picture of the amount of heat generated in glacier shear margins

and suggests that changes in internal strain through dynamic recrystallization of ice likely play an important role in facilitating

fast-flowing glacial ice.
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Key Points:7

• Deformational work is partitioned into dissipated heat and stored strain energy,8

with possibly ≤ 1
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crystallization processes than previously thought.11
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Abstract12

Most of the mass loss from the Antarctic Ice Sheet occurs through glaciers and ice streams,13

where fast-flow is partially controlled by rapid ice deformation in the margins. Defor-14

mation drives thermomechanical and recrystallization processes that influence further15

deformation, a feedback which may destabilize glaciers. However, few models account16

for the feedback between deformation and recrystallization. We derive an idealized model17

for ice temperature and grain-size that partitions deformational work into dissipated heat18

and changes in strain and surface energy, all of which drive dynamic recrystallization.19

Under conditions common in glacier shear margins, we show that a large portion of de-20

formational work is stored as elastic energy, with the remainder dissipated as heat. This21

result revises our current picture of the amount of heat generated in glacier shear mar-22

gins and suggests that changes in internal strain through dynamic recrystallization of23

ice likely play an important role in facilitating fast-flowing glacial ice.24

Plain Language Summary25

Fast-flowing glaciers on the Antarctic Ice Sheet eject significant amounts of ice each26

year, contributing to global sea-level rise, and a prerequisite to projecting the future be-27

havior of these glaciers is understanding the physical processes that occur when ice flows28

rapidly. Here, we estimate the energy changes that occur when ice deforms in order to29

determine what the dominant physical processes are. While previously, it has been as-30

sumed that when ice deforms, all the energy changes that occur drive heating, we find31

that fast flow and rapid deformation also drives recrystallization, which describes mech-32

anisms that alter aspects of the physical microstructure of ice. This result suggests that33

heating is less significant than previously thought and that ice flow models may need to34

account for other processes, such as recrystallization processes, in order to effectively model35

changes that will occur to fast-flowing glaciers.36

1 Introduction37

Rapid deformation occurs in glaciers that transport significant mass to the ocean38

and often controls the speed at which these glaciers lose mass (Rignot, 2004; Wingham39

et al., 2009). Zones of significant deformation in glaciers typically occur in the lateral40

margins, denoted shear margins, because they are the boundaries that separate fast-flowing41

ice from roughly stagnant ice or rock. Deformation induces positive feedbacks that en-42

hance flow and alter the response of glaciers to changing forcing (Echelmeyer et al., 1994;43

Hindmarsh, 2004; Schoof, 2004; Suckale et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 2016). Thus, accurately44

projecting changes to Antarctic glaciers requires a complete understanding of the phys-45

ical processes activated by deformation.46

The energy changes that occur during deformation obey the first law of thermo-47

dynamics:48

U̇ = Q̇+ Ẇ (1)

where the overdot represents rate of change with respect to time. U̇ is the rate of change49

of internal energy, Q̇ is the rate of heat transport across the boundary of the control vol-50

ume, and Ẇ is the rate of work done on the volume by the surrounding material. U̇ is51

the sum of thermal energy changes within the volume and non-thermal energy changes.52

Thermal energy is heat and entails the vibration of molecules in a crystalline lattice (Fig-53

ure 1a,i). Non-thermal energy is primarily a function of surface energy, which describes54

the energy associated with broken bonds along a two-dimensional surface with the main-55
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tenance of a solid lattice elsewhere (Figure 1a,ii), and elastic strain energy, which results56

from the translation of molecules within the lattice (Figure 1a,iii), and .57

Taken together, these sources of energy describe the total internal energy. Energy58

components not considered in this study include latent heat of fusion and kinetic energy.59

The latent heat of fusion (the energy required to destroy the crystalline lattice) is not60

considered here because we focus this study on the dynamics of ice below its melting point.61

Kinetic energy describes the bulk motion of the control volume and is negligibly small62

due to the slow movement of glaciers. In these conditions, and assuming incompressibil-63

ity, the change in internal energy is described by64

dU = ρcpdT + dEnon-thermal (2)

where Enon-thermal represents non-thermal (strain and surface) energy per unit volume.65

Following this definition, the energy balance can be written as (full derivation in Sup-66

plement Text S1)67

Ėnon−thermal = (1−Θ)τij ε̇ij (3)

ρcp

(∂T
∂t

+ u · ∇T
)

= K∇2T + Θτij ε̇ij (4)

Θ is the fraction of work done during deformation that is dissipated as heat and takes68

a value between 0 and 1, and τij ε̇ij is the work done to deform the ice, ε̇ij is the strain69

rate tensor, and τij is the deviatoric stress tensor. We use summation convention for re-70

peated indices. Equation 4 is the heat equation, where cp is the specific heat capacity71

for ice, T is ice temperature, u is the ice velocity vector, and K is thermal conductiv-72

ity which we assume is spatially constant and independent of temperature. An analo-73

gous representation using enthalpy is presented in Supplement Text S1 and treats ex-74

plicitly the partitioning of enthalpy into thermal and non-thermal components.75

Using Equation 4, with Θ = 1, studies estimate ice temperature in zones of high76

shear and suggested the presence of extensive temperate zones. These studies propose77

a connection between meltwater formed in temperate zones with the glacial hydrologic78

system that may provide a significant control on the speed of fast-flowing glaciers (Perol79

and Rice, 2015; Meyer and Minchew, 2018; Meyer et al., 2018). Considering only the ef-80

fect of heating on deformation, however, as has been the case in studies of deformation81

in glaciers, implicitly assumes that deformationally-induced changes to non-thermal en-82

ergies are negligible.83

Figure 1b shows the effect of varying Θ on temperature profiles in an idealized shear84

margin, wherein ice temperature is computed from a 1D thermomechanical model de-85

rived by Meyer and Minchew (2018) (Supplement Text S3). If almost all the deforma-86

tional work is dissipated as heat (Θ→ 1), ice temperature increases rapidly with depth.87

With less work going into heating and more work going into changes in non-thermal en-88

ergy (decreasing Θ), ice temperatures increase with depth less rapidly, becoming approx-89

imately constant with depth as Θ→ 0. To our knowledge, no study has evaluated the90

validity of the assumption that Θ = 1 in ice. Further, constraining Θ is critical to gain91

an accurate representation of the thermomechanics and energetics of deforming glacial92

ice.93

This question has been examined in experimental rock mechanics and metallurgy94

studies, and these studies find that work is partitioned between heat and stored energy,95

with amount of work going into stored energy being significant (up to 60% of the work96
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rate). These studies also find that this partitioning varies with strain and strain-rate (Ma-97

son et al., 1994; Rosakis et al., 2000; Hodowany et al., 2000). A parameter similar to Θ98

has been proposed and included in models (e.g. (Rosakis et al., 2000; Austin and Evans,99

2007; Behn et al., 2009)). Without a similar study and method of incorporating Θ into100

models, studies on ice flow in glaciers may be neglecting significant energy sources and101

sinks.102

Changes in surface (Ėsurface) and elastic strain (Ėstrain) energy in response to de-103

formation predominately occur through dynamic recrystallization, a set of mechanisms104

that alter the size and orientation of grains in response to deformation. These mecha-105

nisms reduce grain size by the rotation of the lattice subdividing grains, which primar-106

ily alters surface energy, and the outward migration of grain boundaries growing grains,107

which alters the total amount of elastic strain energy in a given volume and changes sur-108

face energy by reducing the grain boundary density (Derby and Ashby, 1987; Duval and109

Castelnau, 1995).110

In this paper, we compute changes in surface, thermal, and strain energies, enabling111

estimates of Θ. To do this, we apply a steady state model that accounts for changes in112

grain size due to dynamic recrystallization to estimate changes in surface and elastic strain113

energy (Ranganathan et al., 2021). We couple this grain size model to a thermomechan-114

ical model (Meyer and Minchew, 2018), which computes changes in thermal energy. We115

apply this model to estimate Θ in shear margins in Pine Island Glacier in West Antarc-116

tica (and other glaciers in Supplement Text S6) to study the effect of thermally-driven117

feedbacks in rapidly-deforming glaciers.118

2 Modeling Energy Partitioning119

We find Θ by computing the fraction of changes in thermal energy to changes in120

total (Ėthermal+Ėstrain+Ėsurface) energy as ice deforms (see Supplement Text S1; Fig-121

ure 1c). During deformation, the mechanical work is converted into a combination of ther-122

mal energy and strain energy, which builds up in the grains due to the formation of dis-123

locations (Derby and Ashby, 1987; Derby, 1992; De La Chapelle et al., 1998). Thermal124

energy is advected and diffused (Equation 4). Strain energy, on the other hand, is not125

diffused. The increase in strain energy within grains reduces the rate of deformation due126

to work-hardening, in which pileups of dislocations reduce dislocation mobility in the lat-127

tice (Wilson and Zhang, 1996). Recrystallization mechanisms annihilate dislocations, thereby128

relieving this strain energy, by the outward migration of grain boundaries, which destroys129

dislocations in the path of the moving boundary (migration recrystallization), or by the130

subdivision of grains, during which new, strain-free grains are formed (rotation recrys-131

tallization) (Rollett and Kocks, 1993; Wenk et al., 1997; De Bresser et al., 1998; De La132

Chapelle et al., 1998; Montagnat and Duval, 2004). In this work, we assume that the di-133

rect conversion of mechanical energy to heat is the only conversion to heat. This is a rea-134

sonable assumption for this work, as to the best of our knowledge there is no proposed135

mechanism by which strain or surface energy is converted to heat. We leave for future136

work the consideration of other mechanisms that may alter the energy state of this sys-137

tem (Supplement Text S1). From the processes proposed in Figure 1c, the key mecha-138

nisms to model are recrystallization processes and the conversion of mechanical energy139

to heat through viscous dissipation.140

We compute changes in thermal energy using a thermomechanical model, which141

assumes strain-rate is constant with depth and does not account for softening of ice due142

to interstitial meltwater (Meyer and Minchew, 2018). We compute changes in strain and143

surface energy using a steady state grain size model, which parameterizes both migra-144

tion and rotation recrystallization (Ranganathan et al., 2021). Strain rate is an input145

to both the grain size and the thermomechanical model, influencing the estimate of Θ.146

The calculation of Θ depends primarily on 3 other parameters, D, p, and n. The grain-147
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Figure 1. (a) Molecular-scale processes that cause changes in internal energy in glacial ice:

(i) vibrational motion of the water molecules in the lattice, which is thermal energy (heat), (ii)

breaking of bonds within the lattice, which increases surface energy, (iii) translation of molecules

within the lattice relative to their reference position, which stretches or compresses the bonds

and increases elastic strain energy. (b) Ice temperature profiles, computed from the model de-

rived by Meyer and Minchew (2018), for varying values of Θ, the fraction of deformational work

that is dissipated as heat, with an ice thickness of H = 1000 m, a Brinkman number of Br = 4

(which defines the ratio of heat production to conduction), and a Peclet number of Pe = 2 (which

in this case defines the ratio of snow accumulation to thermal diffusion). We assume zero heat

flux at the bed and a fixed temperature of −25◦C at the surface, (c) Conservation of energy in

glacier shear zones: Mechanical energy is introduced into the system during deformation and is

converted into elastic strain energy due to the buildup of dislocations in the crystalline lattice.

Strain energy is relieved through recrystallization. Migration recrystallization annihilates dislo-

cations through the outward migration of grain boundaries, which enables further deformation.

This mechanism converts elastic strain energy back into mechanical energy and reduces surface

energy. Rotation recrystallization reduces strain energy by creating new grain boundaries, which

stores the energy in grain boundaries as surface energy. Finally, some mechanical energy is con-

verted into heat and diffused or advected. We assume here that strain energy is not converted

into thermal energy, as there is no present mechanism for this to occur (dashed arrow).
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growth exponent p partially controls how much grains grow in response to an increase148

in elastic strain energy, and the characteristic length-scale D describes the length-scale149

upon which changes in strain energy are considered (approximately the size of a grain).150

The stress exponent n is the exponent in the constitutive relation that governs ice flow,151

ε̇ = Aτn, where ε̇ is strain-rate, τ is deviatoric stress, and A is the flow-rate parame-152

ter, a representation of ice softness.153

From estimates of surface, strain, and thermal energy changes, we compute Θ as154

Θ(ε̇, n,D, p) =
|∆Ethermal|

|∆Ethermal|+ |∆Esurface|+ |∆Estrain|
(5)

Changes in thermal, surface, and elastic energy depend on Θ, so Equation 5 is a non-155

linear equation that is solved here using the Trust-Region-Dogleg algorithm. More de-156

tail is presented in Supplement Text S4.157

We find changes to surface and strain energy from the steady state grain size model158

in (Ranganathan et al., 2021) (Supplement Text S3) and changes to thermal energy from159

the thermomechanical model in (Meyer et al., 2018) (Supplement Text S2):160

∆Esurface =
−cγ
d2

∆d (6a)

∆Ethermal = ρicp∆T (6b)

∆Estrain = −1

2

τ2

µ

D
p
2

d
p
2+1

∆d (6c)

Changes to surface energy (Equation 6a) occur from grain size reduction mechanisms161

and from grain growth during migration recrystallization, where c is a geometric con-162

stant based on the shape of grains, γ is grain-boundary energy (a material property),163

and d is grain size. The expression in Equation 6a was derived by Austin and Evans (2007)164

and has been subsequently used in rock mechanics and ice studies (Behn et al., 2009, 2020).165

We estimate changes to thermal energy (Equation 6b) from changes in ice temperature,166

where ρi is the density of ice, cp is the specific heat capacity of ice, and T is ice temper-167

ature. Equation 6b follows directly from the expression for internal energy changes (Equa-168

tion 2).169

Changes to strain energy (Equation 6c) occur due to the reduction in dislocation170

density during migration recrystallization, where µ is the shear modulus, and D is a char-171

acteristic length-scale. The parameterization of strain energy changes presented here is172

found by assuming that the change of dislocation density is related to the rate of dis-173

location creation (through deformation) and the rate of dislocation annihilation (through174

grain-boundary movement and dislocation interactions) and by assuming that the rate175

of dislocation creation is higher than the rate of dislocation annihilation (Webster, 1966b,a;176

Karato, 2008). Further, we assume that dislocation creep is the dominant deformation177

mechanism. While the expression for dislocation density used to derive Equation 6c has178

been presented in other studies on ice (e.g. Duval et al. (1983); Alley (1992)), other frame-179

works have been developed to estimate steady-state dislocation density (e.g. Montag-180

nat and Duval (2000); Ng and Jacka (2014)). There are limited observations of the re-181

lationship between dislocation density, stress, and strain-rate and further observations182

could be used to validate which framework is most appropriate for natural conditions183

of deforming glacier ice. The full derivation of the parameterization for strain energy changes184

is found in Ranganathan et al. (2021).185

The goal of this work is to provide testable predictions for the partitioning of en-186

ergy in shear margins of glaciers. Here, we estimate the energy partitioning Θ and use187
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this estimate to calculate grain size, ice temperature, and the thickness of temperate zones188

(zones in which ice has reached its melting point) in West Antarctic shear margins. Grain189

size is observable by measuring mean grain size from ice cores and borehole samples (e.g.190

Jackson and Kamb (1997); Gow et al. (1997); Thorsteinsson et al. (1997)) and the ex-191

istence of temperate zones may be determined by radar. Observations of grain size or192

ice temperature will provide validation of the concept of energy partitioning and can also193

be used to illuminate recrystallization processes in natural glacier ice.194

3 Estimates of Energy Partitioning in Idealized Setting195

We implement this model to estimate Θ in an idealized setting. We consider val-196

ues of strain rate common in Antarctic ice streams, using the exponent of the flow law197

n = 3, a value which matches laboratory data (Jezek et al., 1985). Supplement Text198

S5 considers values of n = 2 and n = 4, both values that correspond with deforma-199

tion mechanisms (D. L. Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001). Past studies have estimated the200

value of the grain-growth exponent to vary from p = 2 to p > 10 (Alley et al., 1986b,a;201

Azuma et al., 2012), with higher values likely more accurate in ice with a significant con-202

centration of bubbles, such as glacial ice (Azuma et al., 2012). The value of the char-203

acteristic length-scale D likely falls between 10 and 100 mm due to the average size of204

crystals in ice. We treat both D and p as constrained but uncertain parameters and de-205

termine Θ for a D-p parameter space.206

Figure 2 (top row) shows Θ for expected values of D and p and for 3 different glaciologically-207

relevant strain rates. Supplement Text S5 presents full temperature and grain size pro-208

files with depth for these three strain rates and for varying Θ values. In general, we find209

that surface energy changes are ∼ 3 orders of magnitude lower than both strain energy210

and thermal energy changes. For all strain rates, there are approximately two distinct211

solutions for different p and D values, due to Esurface being negligible in most cases (Sup-212

plement Text S4). There is a narrow boundary between the two that contains values be-213

tween the two solutions. This boundary widens for lower values of n. However, this bound-214

ary is narrow enough for most physically reasonable values of n that the probability of215

the true values of D and p falling in that boundary are small enough to warrant neglect-216

ing it for our purposes. This quasi-binary behavior suggests that for any given strain rate,217

there are only two likely estimates of Θ.218

In glaciers, the strain rates in shear margins are generally ∼ 10−9 s−1, approach-219

ing 10−8 s−1 only in the shear margins of glaciers that deform extremely quickly, such220

as Pine Island Glacier, West Antarctica (Gardner et al., 2018). Thus, we take the mid-221

dle panel of the top row of Figure 2 (ε̇ = 10−9 s−1) to be the case that most closely re-222

sembles the conditions in Antarctic ice streams, in which the two solutions are Θ ≈ 1223

(Regime A) and Θ ≈ 1
2 (Regime B).224

We now consider these two regimes in more detail. (Figure 2; bottom row). As shown225

in the derivation of the thermomechanical model used here (Meyer and Minchew, 2018),226

ice temperature (and the strain rate at which temperate ice forms) can be written as a227

function of two non-dimensional numbers: the Brinkman number, which describes the228

ratio of the rate of heat production through viscous dissipation to thermal conduction,229

and the Peclet number, which describes the ratio of advection of cold ice driven by snow230

accumulation to thermal diffusion. The Brinkman and Peclet numbers are described in231

Supplement Text S2. Figure 2 presents estimates of Θ for typical values of the Brinkman232

and Peclet numbers found in the modern Antarctic Ice Sheet (Meyer and Minchew, 2018).233

In Regime A (Figure 2A), Θ = 1 for all physically realistic values of the Brinkman234

number and the Peclet number. In Regime B (Figure 2B), Θ varies based on strain rate235

from Θ = 1
2 at higher strain rates (higher values of the Brinkman number) to Θ = 1236

at lower strain rates (lower values of the Brinkman number). Θ is lower at high strain237
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a
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Figure 2. (a) Estimated values of Θ for varying characteristic length scale for migration re-

crystallization, D, grain growth exponent, p, and lateral shear strain rate ε̇ for flow law exponent

n = 3. For each case, there are two clear regimes for varying D and p, which we label Regime

A and Regime B (middle panel). (b) Estimated values of Θ for varying Brinkman number (ratio

of the rate of heat production to thermal conduction) and Peclet number (ratio of accumulation

to thermal diffusion) in (1) Regime A, in which Θ = 1 for all combinations of the Brinkman and

Peclet numbers, and (2) Regime B, in which Θ < 1 for almost the entire domain, and Θ increases

for decreasing Brinkman number.

rates due to the increase in elastic strain energy with rapid deformation, resulting in a238

lower fraction of work dissipated as heat and an increased fraction of work driving re-239

crystallization.240

Comparisons of the model with data suggests Regime B may best apply to natu-241

ral deforming glacier ice. Ranganathan et al. (2021) compared outputs of this steady state242

grain size model to ice core data of grain sizes with depth to constrain values of p and243

D. The most likely values of p fall between p = 6 and p = 9 and the most likely val-244

ues of D fall between D = 50 mm and D = 100 mm. This may imply that Θ ≈ 1
2 for245

ε̇ = 10−9 s−1. However, there is enough uncertainty in both D and p that both solu-246

tions can be thought of as valid barring further data collected on either average grain247

size or grain growth kinetics in natural deforming ice. These results suggests that when248

we consider the energy budget of ice, recrystallization and grain-scale processes in rapidly-249

deforming regions may play a significant role.250

4 Estimates of Energy Partitioning in Shear Margins of Antarctic Ice251

Streams252

The method of finding Θ presented here is particularly useful because it can be ap-253

plied to Antarctic ice streams using observable data. The thermomechanical model finds254

ice temperature from surface strain rates and ice thickness (Meyer and Minchew, 2018),255

both observable quantities, and the steady state grain-size model predicts grain sizes from256

ice temperature and surface strain rates (Ranganathan et al., 2021). Here, we apply this257

method to find this energy partitioning Θ in Antarctic glacier shear margins. We con-258

sider the case of Pine Island Glacier in the Amundsen Sea Embayment because Pine Is-259

–8–
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Figure 3. Strain rates computed from surface velocity fields derived from Landsat 7 and 8

(Gardner et al., 2018) (area south of −83.5 degrees filled by RADARSAT, shown in greyscale

(Mouginot et al., 2012)) and thickness computed from REMA surface elevation (Howat et al.,

2019) and BedMachine bed topography (Morlighem et al., 2020) in the first row. Second and

third rows show estimated values of Θ, the depth-averaged flow-rate parameter, steady state

depth-averaged grain size, and the thickness of temperate zones as a fraction of ice thickness in

Pine Island Glacier for both regimes (Regime A: D = 0.05 mm, p = 2, Regime B: D = 0.05 mm,

p = 9).

land Glacier deforms quite rapidly, with surface velocities of up to ∼ 4000 m a−1 and260

strain rates in the margins of ∼ 10−8 s−1.261

To compute ice temperature, steady state grain size, and Θ, we use data of sur-262

face strain rates computed from surface velocity observations (Gardner et al., 2018) and263

ice thickness, found from REMA surface elevation and BedMachine basal topography264

(Howat et al., 2019; Morlighem et al., 2020). We estimate Θ for both regimes, as described265

in the previous section, and compare the effect of Θ on grain size, the flow-rate param-266

eter, and the thickness of the temperate zone. The flow-rate parameter, a measure of ice267

softness as a function of temperature, crystallographic fabric, porosity, and liquid wa-268

ter content, is computed by an Arrhenius relation A = A0 exp
[−Qc

RT

]
, where Qc is the269

activation energy for creep, R is the ideal gas constant, and A0 is a prefactor (Cuffey and270

Paterson, 2010). However, factors like grain-size and fabric may affect the flow-rate pa-271

rameter in ways not currently represented in ice-flow models, as discussed below. The272

thickness of the temperate zone measures the thickness of the ice at its melting point.273

Results for other glaciers are shown in Supplement Text S6.274

Regime A, represented by D = 0.05 m and p = 2, estimates Θ = 1 over the do-275

main, suggesting that all deformational work is dissipated as heat. In this regime, ice276

temperature is high due to the significance of heating. Migration recrystallization responds277

strongly to temperature, since high temperature is required for rapid grain boundary mi-278

gration and thus an increase in grain size. Therefore, in this regime, grain sizes are large279
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(∼ 15 mm). In a regime where Θ = 1, the rate of shear heating is high, and therefore280

the flow-rate parameter is elevated between 1-2 orders of magnitude from the centerline.281

Deformational heating also produces a very significant temperate zone, extending to ∼282

80% of the local ice thickness.283

In Regime B, found by setting D = 0.05 and p = 9 (with the higher value of p284

most applicable to ice with bubbles), we estimate Θ < 1 in the shear margins. High285

strain rates and thus high temperatures and large changes in elastic strain energy drive286

dynamic recrystallization, resulting in a partitioning of deformational work primarily into287

thermal energy and elastic strain energy. In the fastest-deforming regions, Θ reaches as288

low as Θ ≈ 0.1. This suggests that a significant portion of the work is being stored by289

recrystallization mechanisms rather than being dissipated as heat. Since ice tempera-290

ture remains low, migration recrystallization is not significantly activated and grain sizes291

remain small (∼ 1 − 2 mm). In Regime B, the estimate of the flow-rate parameter is292

elevated only by about half an order of magnitude, rather than 1-2 orders of magnitude293

as shown in Regime A, suggesting more viscous ice in Regime B than in Regime A. This294

regime produces a minimal temperate zone, small enough to be neglected by ice flow mod-295

els, due to this partitioning of energy and thus diminished heating. This suggests that296

previous work may have overestimated the presence of temperate ice in active shear mar-297

gins.298

Constraining the value of Θ is therefore important when modeling ice dynamics,299

as the value of this energy partitioning parameter affects ice temperature and ice soft-300

ness significantly. The flow-rate parameter has a first-order effect on the rheology of ice,301

through the flow law, and using higher values of the flow-rate parameter are likely to pro-302

duce faster flows and thus faster mass loss in ice flow models. Further, as explored in Ran-303

ganathan et al. (2021), grain size also affects the value of the flow-law exponent n, which304

provides a significant control on flow speed. Large grain sizes allow for flow through dis-305

location creep (n = 4), a mechanism of creep in which ice flows through line defects called306

dislocations. Small grain sizes, on the other hand, allow for grain-size-dependent creep307

mechanisms such as grain boundary sliding (n = 2) (D. Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 1997;308

D. L. Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 1997, 2001). The feedbacks between Θ, grain size, and the309

rate of deformation as partially dictated by the stress exponent n suggests that integrat-310

ing the effects of dynamic recrystallization and considering the partitioning of deforma-311

tional energy changes between thermal energies, strain energies, and surface energies in312

large ice flow models is necessary to gain accurate projections of glacier behavior.313

Further, this model allows for an examination of the important parameters affect-314

ing ice rheology. Here, the grain-growth exponent p has a leading order effect on ice rhe-315

ology in shear margins. The value of this grain-growth exponent partially controls which316

regime (Θ = 1 or Θ < 1 in shear margins) is applicable to naturally-deforming glaciers317

and thus has a significant effect on ice rheology in fast-flowing glaciers. The grain-growth318

exponent p is not well constrained, and values from laboratory experiments have found319

exponents ranging from 2−20, based on variations in bubble concentration, impurities,320

and ice microstructure (Alley et al., 1986b,a; Azuma et al., 2012). More accurate con-321

straints on this grain-growth exponent are then likely to improve our ability to project322

changes in ice rheology.323

This model does not take into account the effect of fabric development due to the324

lack of a clear connection between fabric development and changes in surface and strain325

energy. The inclusion of fabric into this formulation of the energy balance will likely en-326

hance the results shown here, since deformational energy would then be a partition be-327

tween thermal energy, surface and strain energy from changes in grain size, and surface328

and strain energy from changes in grain orientation. We reserve exploration of the ef-329

fects of fabric for future work.330
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Though we do not explicitly account for fabric in this model, this work does fur-331

ther support the need for a parameterization of the effect of fabric development on ice332

softness. With the solely-temperature-dependent flow rate parameter, the results here333

suggest that the ice in Regime A is softer than the ice in Regime B due to the rate of334

heating in Regime A being higher than that in Regime B. However, including fabric may335

affect the ice softness (flow-rate parameter) results shown in Regimes A and B. Recrys-336

tallization mechanisms produce distinct fabrics, and therefore the fabrics in the two regimes337

may be distinct due to differences in the prevalence of recrystallization mechanisms (Wenk338

et al., 1997; Faria, 2006a; Faria et al., 2006; Faria, 2006b; Journaux et al., 2019). Pre-339

vious estimates have suggested that fabric development likely increases the flow rate pa-340

rameter, and thus strain-rates, by approximately an order of magnitude (Minchew et al.,341

2018). This illustrates the need for a more complete formulation of the flow rate param-342

eter that takes into account the contributions from fabric softening, as well as a more343

complete flow law that accounts for anisotropy. We also reserve an exploration of the ef-344

fect of fabric on ice rheology in this context for future work.345

Finally, the thermomechanical model used here does not consider the effect of lat-346

eral advection of cold, isotropic ice into the glacier shear margins during deformation (Suckale347

et al., 2014; Meyer and Minchew, 2018). This advection is likely to dampen some of the348

heating effects by introducing cold ice into the shear margin (Haseloff et al., 2019; Hunter349

et al., 2021). However, the effects would not likely impact the estimates here, since the350

advective timescale (approximately the width of the shear margin divided by the rate351

of flow into the shear margin) would be much longer than the time to steady-state (Ran-352

ganathan et al., 2021). The combined effects of grain size evolution and lateral advec-353

tion can be explored in a framework similar to that of Hunter et al. (2021).354

5 Conclusions355

Constraining the energy budget in glaciers is a critical part of understanding glacial356

dynamics. On a molecular-scale, we know that the changes in energy arise from a com-357

bination of surface energy, strain energy, and thermal energy if the ice is below the melt-358

ing point. However, on a macro-scale when considering ice dynamics, we generally ne-359

glect elastic strain energy and surface energy, prioritizing the impact of changes in ther-360

mal energy to glacier flow. Here, we show that changes in strain and surface energy may361

be an important factor in the energy budget of glacier shear margins, and thus models362

of ice flow should take into account changes in non-thermal energy through parameter-363

izations of dynamic recrystallization processes.364

The validity of our model and the question of which regime is most applicable to365

natural glaciers can be tested against observations. The overall difference in grain size366

between the two regimes is large enough to be observable, with one regime (Regime A)367

having high enough heating rates to activate migration recrystallization and thus pro-368

duce large grain sizes, while the other (Regime B) having low heating rates and there-369

fore maintaining small grain sizes. There are a few observations of grain sizes in shear370

margins, including in shallow boreholes in West Antarctica (Jackson and Kamb, 1997)371

and in an Alaskan glacier (Gerbi et al., 2021), and a few observations of grain size in tem-372

perate glaciers (Tison and Hubbard, 2000). These observations show relatively large grain373

sizes, though observations of temperate glaciers and glaciers outside of Antarctica may374

not be applicable to shear margin conditions in West Antarctica and shallow boreholes375

may not be sufficient to capture the variation in grain size spatially and with depth. More376

observations of grain sizes, both broadly and in shear margins, may provide sufficient377

evidence to suggest which regime is applicable to Antarctic glaciers, which would then378

enable estimates of Θ across the ice sheet.379

The incorporation of non-thermal energy changes into ice flow models can be read-380

ily done in the existing framework of the models. Adding the parameter Θ to the work381
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term in the energy balance already used in ice flow models would be a simple way of pro-382

ducing more accurate estimates of ice temperature and ice rheology and would not re-383

quire any reworking of current ice flow models. Future work will involve incorporating384

the effects of fabric and lateral advection into this framework, which will improve the385

accuracy of Θ estimates and provide a more complete picture of the energy balance within386

glaciers. Through the inclusion of dynamic recrystallization in models of glacial dynam-387

ics in zones of high shear, we provide a step towards understanding the effect of dynamic388

recrystallization and grain-scale processes on ice flow, as well as understanding the en-389

ergetics within rapidly deforming regions of glaciers.390
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1. Conservation of Energy

The first law of thermodynamics is

U̇ = Q̇+ Ẇ (1)

where U̇ is the rate of change of internal energy, Q̇ is the rate of change of energy supplied

through heat, and Ẇ is the rate of work done on volume Ω by the surrounding material.

The rate of change of internal energy can be found by:

U̇ =
D

Dt

∫
Ω

(ρcpT +
1

2
ρuiui + Enon-thermal)dV (2)

where D
Dt

is the material derivative, cp is the specific heat capacity of ice, T is ice temper-

ature, ui is the velocity of the ice, ρcpT is the thermal energy, and 1
2
ρuiui is the kinetic

energy and where repeating indices indicate summation. As defined in Ranganathan et

al. (2021), Enon-thermal can be approximated by the change in energy due to recrystalliza-

tion, assuming recrystallization is the dominant mechanism altering the strain and surface

energy state of the ice, such that Ėnon-thermal = Ėsurface − Ėstrain, in which Ėsurface is the

rate of change of surface energy during rotation recrystallization and Ėstrain is the rate of

change of strain energy during migration recrystallization, with the overdot denoting a

time derivative. Both Esurface and Estrain can be found by considering the grain size and

dislocation density within the grains, such that

Ėsurface − Ėstrain =
cγ

d
− 1

2

(D
d

) p
2 τ 2

s

µ
(3)
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where p is the grain-growth exponent, D is the characteristic length-scale, τs is the shear

stress, and d is the grain size. The full derivation is found in Ranganathan et al. (2021).

The rate of heat transfer by conduction can be found from Fourier’s Law as

Q̇ = −
∫
∂Ω

KT,j(−nj)ds (4)

where K is the thermal conductivity. The rate of work done by the surrounding material

is

Ẇ = −
∫
∂Ω

τijui(−nj)ds+

∫
Ω

ρgiuidV (5)

In this study, we assume incompressibility and we neglect kinetic energy, as we are in a

low Reynolds number regime and therefore kinetic energy is likely to be negligible. Thus,

internal energy U is approximately equivalent to enthalpy H such that Equation 2 can be

written in terms of enthalpy as

H = ρcpT +
cγ

d
− 1

2

(D
d

) p
2 τ 2

s

µ
+H0 (6)

where H0 is a constant offset. From the first law of thermodynamics, writing in terms of

enthalpy, we get

U̇ = Q̇+ Ẇ (7)

=⇒ D

Dt

∫
Ω

HdV = −
∫
∂Ω

KT,j(−nj)ds+−
∫
∂Ω

τijui(−nj)ds (8)

=⇒
∫

Ω

DH

Dt
dV =

∫
Ω

(KT,j + τijui),jdV (9)

=⇒ DH

Dt
= (KT,j),j + τijui,j (10)
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Equation 10 can be rewritten as

∂H

∂t
+ u · ∇H = K∇2T + τij ε̇ij (11)

in which the material derivative of enthalpy is the sum of the enthalpy flux and the work

put into the system by deformation. Equation 11 is the conservation of energy equation,

in which internal energy is a sum of change of energy from heat and the change in energy

due to work being done on the volume. This balance relates the change in surface, strain,

and thermal energy to the work rate. We can partition Equation 11 into:

cγ

d
− 1

2

(D
d

) p
2 τ 2

s

µ
= (1−Θ)τij ε̇ij (12a)

ρcp

(
∂T

∂t
+ u · ∇T

)
= K∇2T + Θτij ε̇ij (12b)

where Equation 12a is the non-thermal energy component found from Equation 3 and

Equation 12b is the thermal energy component (also known as the evolution of tempera-

ture equation). This relates the change in thermal energy (left hand side) to the change in

heat through heat conduction and the change in heat that originates from viscous dissipa-

tion (Θτij ε̇ij). For the purposes of ice-flow models, we generally neglect firn compaction,

air movement through firn, and melting/refreezing. In the case of this model, we also

neglect geothermal heat, as we are most interested in how heat generated during the de-

formation and movement of ice affects ice flow, since these may provide positive feedbacks

that amplify the effects during ice flow. Meyer & Minchew (2018) previously derived a

thermomechanical model from this energy balance to estimate ice temperature in shear

margins of Antarctic ice streams. The study presented here follows their model and the
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assumptions from their model, including that there is no vertical shear. In other words,

the strain rates are constant throughout the ice column and the ice slips along its bed.

This implies that basal drag is negligible compared to drag along the lateral margins of

the ice streams. Therefore, the primary heat source would be viscous dissipation during

deformation.

While some fraction Θ of the mechanical work put into the ice during deformation gets

converted into thermal energy, which is then advected or diffused, the remainder of the

work gets converted into strain energy. Deformation increases the density of dislocations,

which increases the strain energy state of ice (De La Chapelle et al., 1998). As the density

of dislocations increases, the rate of deformation decreases due to pile-ups of dislocations

preventing further creep (called work-hardening or strain-hardening) (Wilson & Zhang,

1996). Recovery mechanisms, including dynamic recrystallization, reduce the density of

dislocations and allow for further creep. Recrystallization annihilates dislocations, either

by the outward migration of grain boundaries, which destroy dislocations in their path

(migration recrystallization), or by the subdivision of grains, during which new, strain-free

grains are formed (rotation recrystallization) (Rollett & Kocks, 1993; Wenk et al., 1997;

De Bresser et al., 1998; De La Chapelle et al., 1998; Montagnat & Duval, 2004).

Thus, during deformation, mechanical energy is converted to strain energy, and rotation

recrystallization converts strain energy into surface energy, stored within grain boundaries

(Derby & Ashby, 1987; Derby, 1992; De La Chapelle et al., 1998; Montagnat & Duval,

2000). Both mechanisms also destroy dislocation pileups, allowing dislocations to advect

through dislocation creep, which functionally converts some of that strain energy back into

mechanical energy. Finally, much of the strain energy is released during fracture events.
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Therefore, as dislocations (and thus, strain energy) move with the strain-hardened ice

downstream, eventually that energy is converted into surface energy during fracture and

calving. We assume in this study that no other mechanisms are altering the energy state.

It is unknown at the moment whether processes convert energy directly from surface and

strain energy into heat, or whether all strain energy gets transferred back to mechanical

energy or stored in grain boundaries or subgrain walls. Without further work suggesting

otherwise, we assume this is not the case and reserve for future work an exploration of

other mechanisms that may change the energy states.

However, the amount of mechanical energy converted to strain energy (1−Θ) remains

unknown. Constraining Θ is clearly necessary to fully understand the thermodynamics

and energetics of ice flow and deformation, and thus the focus of this study is to constrain

Θ.

2. Thermomechanical Model

Meyer & Minchew (2018) derived a thermomechanical model to compute ice temperature.

Since their model only considered one column of ice, they simplified the heat equation to

−ρcpa
∂T

∂z
= K

∂2T

∂z2
+ Θτij ε̇ij (13)

where vertical velocity of ice w = −a and lateral advection of ice is neglected. Note that

they assumed Θ = 1, and here we will rederive the model including this parameter Θ.

The constitutive relation describing the flow of ice relates the stress to the strain rate as

τij = A
−1
n

(
1

2
ε̇klε̇kl

) 1−n
2n

(14)
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where n is the exponent in the constitutive relation commonly taken to be n = 3, from

borehole studies and laboratory measurements and A is the prefactor in the flow law,

also known as the flow rate parameter. A describes the dependence of viscosity to a

number of factors including temperature, fabric, porosity, liquid water content. From the

constitutive relation, we can then approximate

Θτij ε̇ij = 2ΘA−
1
n ε̇

n+1
n (15)

where ε̇ is the lateral shear strain rate. We can further define two nondimensional numbers:

Brinkmann number represents the rate of dissipative heating to heat conduction:

Br =
Θτij ε̇ijH

2

K∆T
(16)

where ∆T is the difference between the melting temperature and the surface temperature,

and the Peclet number represents the ratio of accumulation to diffusion and is found as

Pe =
ρcpaH

K
(17)

where a is accumulation and H is ice thickness. The critical shear strain rate to form a

temperate zone (a zone of temperate ice, heated by viscous dissipation) is

ε̇∗ =

( 1
2
Pe2

Pe− 1 + exp{−Pe}

) n
n+1
[

K∆T

ΘA
−1
n H2

] n
n+1

(18)

The thickness of this temperate zone is found by
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ξ

H
=

{
1− Pe

Br
− 1

Pe
[1 +W(−exp{−Pe2

Br
− 1})], ε̇ > ε̇∗

0, ε̇ ≤ ε̇∗
(19)

where f(W) = WeW is the product logarithm, i.e. the Lambert-W function. They then

solve Equation 13 for ice temperature to find the following closed-form expression for ice

temperature in the single column of ice:

T =

{
Ts + ∆T Br

2
[1− z

H
+ 1

Pe
exp{Pe( ξ

H
− 1)} − 1

Pe
exp{Pe( ξ−z

H
)}], ξ ≤ z ≤ H

Tm, 0 ≤ z ≤ ξ
(20)

The model defined by Equations 18, 19, 20 enables an estimate of ice temperature with

depth, the existence of a temperate zone, and its thickness if one exists. Neither Meyer &

Minchew (2018) nor our study accounts for geothermal heating in order to focus the study

on the role of viscous dissipation, but it is feasible to represent the effects of geothermal

heating through the boundary conditions of this thermomechanical model.

Meyer & Minchew (2018) apply this model to ice streams in Antarctica to show that

active temperate zones may exist in many ice streams in Antarctica. However, we will

recall that they assume Θ = 1, thereby neglecting any other processes that may be

resultant from the work done during ice deformation in shear margins. Here we seek to

determine whether other processes may be significant and if this alters the estimates of

ice temperature and temperate zones produced by Meyer & Minchew (2018), among other

studies.

3. Steady State Grain Size Model

The steady-state grain size model was derived in Ranganathan et al. (2021) and fol-

lows the watt-meter derived by Austin & Evans (2007) and further explored and used
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by Behn et al. (2009, 2020). Steady-state grain size is found by assuming three recrys-

tallization mechanisms - normal grain growth, rotation recrystallization, and migration

recrystallization - operate independently such that (Austin & Evans, 2007)

ḋ = ḋrot + ḋmig + ḋnor (21)

The change in grain size due to normal grain growth is typically parameterized by (Alley

et al., 1986)

dpnor = dp0 + kt (22)

where d is grain size, d0 is initial grain size, p is the grain-growth exponent, and k is

the grain growth rate. Rotation and migration recrystallization recrystallization are both

activated by deformation and alter surface and strain energy, respectively. Therefore, to

find the change in grain-size, we can estimate the change in surface and strain energy that

occurs as ice deforms. Rotation recrystallization alters the surface energy by subdividing

grains, and therefore the change in surface energy due to rotation recrystallization is found

by (Austin & Evans, 2007)

Ėsurface =
−cγ
d2

ḋrot (23)

where c is a geometric constant, d is grain-size, and γ is grain-boundary energy. Migration

recrystallization alters strain energy by annihilating dislocations. The change in strain

energy and grain size due to migration recrystallization is derived by Ranganathan et al.

(2021) as
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Ėstrain = −1

2

τ 2
s

µ

p

2

D
p
2

d
p
2

+1
ḋmig (24)

ḋstrain = MFmig =
1

2

τ 2
s

µ

D
p
2

d
p
2

M (25)

where τ is deviatoric shear stress, µ is the shear modulus, p is the grain-growth exponent,

M is grain-boundary mobility, and D is a characteristic length-scale. Equations 23 and

24 can be applied to estimate ḋrot by applying the equation for non-thermal energy found

in Text S1 (Enon-thermal = Esurface − Estrain) and noting that Ėnon-thermal = (1 − Θ)τij ε̇ij.

Then, we can apply this to Equation 21 to find steady-state grain size:

dss =

[Normal grain growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
4kp−1cγµ2 +

Migration recrystallization︷ ︸︸ ︷
τ 4
sD

p
(p

2

)
M

8(1−Θ)τsε̇sµ
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rotation Recrystallization

] 1
1+p

(26)

4. Computing Θ

To accurately predict ice temperature, the presence of temperate zones, and grain-

sizes in shear margins, we must constrain Θ, the fraction of deformational work that

is dissipated as heat, to gather a more complete understanding of the energy budget in

glacier shear margins. We consider the balance of energy density in a given control volume

between thermal energy density, surface and grain-boundary energy density, and elastic

strain energy density, such that Θ can be written as

Θ(ε̇, D, p, n) =
|Ėthermal(Θ, ε̇, n, T (Θ, ε̇, n))|

|Ėthermal(Θ, ε̇, n, T (Θ, ε̇, n))|+ |Ėsurface(d(Θ, ε̇, D, p, n))|+ |Ėstrain(d(Θ, ε̇, D, p, n), D, p, T (Θ, ε̇, n))|
(27)
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where Ėthermal represents the change in internal energy density due to change in thermal

energy density due to viscous dissipation, Ėsurface represents the change in surface energy

density due to the reduction in grain size during rotation recrystallization, and Ėstrain

represents the change in elastic strain energy density due to migration recrystallization.

The increase in internal surface energy density due to the reduction in grain size is

presented in Equation 23 and each of the terms are defined below. Note that during

implementation, the rates of change are discretized (Ė =⇒ ∆E).

Ėsurface =
−cγ
d2

ḋrot (28)

For example, for a discrete increase in grain size from about 2 mm at the surface to 40 mm

at the bed, the magnitude of ∆Esurface ≈ 103 J m−3. We approximate elastic strain energy

from our interpretation of the dynamics occurring during migration recrystallization, so

that that elastic strain energy density can be approximated by the change in energy due

to an increase in dislocation density (Equation 24):

Ėstrain = −1

2

τ 2
s

µ

D
p
2

d
p
2

+1
ḋmig (29)

For a discrete increase in grain size from 2 mm to 40 mm, the magnitude of ∆Estrain ≈ 107

J m−3 for µ = 3e9 Pa, D = 0.05 m, p = 9. Finally, the change in thermal energy density

can be found by

Ėthermal = ρicpṪ (30)
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Since for ice, ρi ≈ 917 kg m−3 and cp ≈ 2000 J kg−1 K−1 (Giauque & Stout, 1936), for a

discrete increase in temperature from 248 K to 273 K, the magnitude ∆Ethermal ≈ 107 J

m−3.

Since these internal energies are dependent upon temperature and grain size, which are

both dependent upon Θ, Equation 27 becomes a nonlinear equation that is solved using

the Trust-Region-Dogleg method.

4.1. Binary Behavior of Θ

In nearly every case of strain rate and n value, there are two distinct solutions for

different p and D values, because in almost all cases, Esurface is much less than Estrain

and in some cases Esurface is much less than Estrain. If these two criteria are true, we can

rewrite Equation 27 as

Θ =

[
1 +

∆Estrain

∆Ethermal

]−1

(31)

Thus, when ∆Estrain

∆Ethermal
<< 1, Θ = 1 and otherwise, Θ < 1. From Equations 29 and 30,

Θ = 1 when

−1
2
σ2
s

µ
D

p
2

d
p
2+1

∆d

ρicp∆T
<< 1 (32)

Considering general values of grain size (∼ O(10mm)), temperature (∼ 255−270K), shear

modulus (3× 109 Pa), and stress (∼ O(105Pa)), this simplifies to Θ = 1 when

(
D

d
)
p
2 << 107 (33)
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Equation 33 provides the basis for Θ being binary. When, for example, p ≈ 2, Equation

33 holds and Θ = 1 for all strain rates. However, when p ≈ 9, (D
d

)
p
2 ≈ 107 and Θ < 1.

This binary behavior of Θ allows us to completely map the possible values of Θ in glacier

shear margins by considering two cases: Regime A (in which D = 0.05 and p = 2) and

Regime B (in which D = 0.05 and p = 9). These two regimes cover the possible values of

Θ for varying values of D and p.

5. Estimates of Θ for a Full Parameter Space

Equation 26 gives a steady-state grain size model, dependent on the fraction of work

that is dissipated as heat in deforming glacier ice (the parameter Θ). We use the thermo-

mechanical model derived by Meyer & Minchew (2018) to compute ice temperature, with

Θ accounted for in the Brinkmann number (the ratio of heating to conduction). Both

models assume steady-state creep, and the full ice column of shear margins are likely in

steady state due to the speed of deformation driving a short time (< 10 years) to steady

state.

This parameter Θ is currently unknown but controls both the steady state ice temper-

ature and the steady state grain size. Figure S1 presents profiles of ice temperature and

grain size for varying Θ. We show the variation in temperature and grain size profiles for

ranges of reasonable strain rates seen within Antarctic ice streams (excluding very large

or very small strain rates).

The fraction Θ controls how much ice temperature increases with increasing strain rate

and, consequently, how much grain sizes grow. The grain size at the bed is largely con-

trolled by Θ, the characteristic length scale D, and the grain-growth exponent p. As Θ

decreases, zones of temperate ice disappear and temperature and grain size profiles ap-
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proach approximately constant values with depth (Θ = 0.01). Furthermore, strain rates

play a significant role in determining the magnitude of grain growth and temperature

increases. For large strain rates (dotted lines), temperate zones remain quite large for

smaller Θ and grains becomes coarse rapidly ∼ 30 mm. However, for low strain rates

(dashed lines), grains remain roughly constant with temperature for all Θ and tempera-

tures never reach the melting point, even for Θ = 0.99. Finally, for moderate strain rates

(solid lines), a zone of temperate ice forms for Θ = 0.99 but for Θ <∼ 0.9, the temperate

zone disappears. The most dramatic grain growth occurs for moderate strain rates at

approximately halfway down the ice column.

The rapid growth of grains is due to temperatures approaching −10◦C, when enough

strain energy has built for grain boundaries to migrate through migration recrystalliza-

tion. Below approximately 500 meters height above the bed, grain sizes become roughly

constant with depth, due to strain and temperature increasing enough such that creep and

subsequent grain reduction due to rotation recrystallization becomes more active. Once

ice temperature reaches the melting point and temperate zones form, recrystallization

processes likely change due to the presence of significant liquid water in between grain

boundaries. This liquid water likely makes grain boundaries even more mobile, encourag-

ing coarsening of grains. Extremely coarse grains have been found in temperate glaciers

(Tison & Hubbard, 2000), though further theoretical and experimental work is needed to

consider in depth the effect that recrystallization may have on temperate ice.

The parameter Θ is dependent upon the values of D, the characteristic grain size, and p,

the grain-growth exponent, as well as strain rate and n, the exponent in the constitutive
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relation. Figure S2 shows Θ for the full D-p parameter space, for varying strain rate and

n.

The value of the flow-law exponent n describes the sensitivity of strain rates to stresses

and generally corresponds to the mechanism of ice flow. Values higher than 3 suggest a

dislocation-creep regime, in which ice flow occurs through line defects called dislocations

(Goldsby & Kohlstedt, 1997). In an n = 4 regime, Θ = 1 for high strain rates, suggesting

that thermal energy is higher in magnitude than elastic strain energy for most cases except

very high strain rates ε̇ ≈ 10−8 s−1, for large values of D (large characteristic length-scale

for elastic strain energy), and for high values of p (large grain growth exponents). Thus,

in an n = 4 regime, Θ < 1 only for very rapidly deforming glaciers.

A constitutive relation with n = 2 corresponds to a flow regime in which the dominant

creep mechanism is grain-boundary sliding (Goldsby & Kohlstedt, 1997). If n = 2, Θ

becomes close to 0, suggesting very little heating, for almost all physically-reasonable

strain rates. At very low strain rates (ε̇ ≈ 10−10 s−1), Θ ≈ 1
5

for much of the parameter

space, likely due to strain rates being so low that most deformation is not occurring.

Values of the flow exponent closer to n = 3 more accurately describe a combination of

dislocation creep and grain-boundary sliding, a mechanism that is grain-size dependent

and generally occurs in fine-grained materials (Ashby, 1972).

Further, the boundary between the two regimes changes based on the value of n and

the strain rate. In particular, for low strain rates, ∆Eelastic is low, and therefore it is not

necessarily much greater than ∆Esurface. Thus, the assumption made to simplify Equation

27 to Equation 31 does not necessarily hold. This results in a more diffuse boundary and

less defined binary behavior.
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6. Results for Other Outlet Glaciers

Results for Bindschadler and MacAyeal Ice Stream are found in Figure S3 and results

for Byrd Glacier are found in Figure S4.
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Figure S1. Ice temperature profiles, computed from the model derived in (Meyer &

Minchew, 2018), and steady-state grain sizes profiles, computed from the model derived

in this study, for varying values of Θ and varying lateral shear strain rates. A range of

temperatures and grain sizes are plotted for low lateral shear strain rates (ε̇ = 6× 10−10

s−1, dashed line), moderate strain rates (ε̇ = 1.3 × 10−9 s−1, solid line), and high strain

rates (ε̇ = 6 × 10−9 s−1, dotted line). We use the constitutive relation to compute the

work rate.
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Figure S2. Estimated values of Θ for varying characteristic length scale for migration

recrystallization, D, grain growth exponent, p, flow law exponent, n, and lateral shear

strain rate. For most cases, there are two clear regimes for varying D and p, which we

label Regime A and Regime B (middle panel).
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Regime A Regime B

Figure S3. Strain rates computed from surface velocity fields derived from Landsat

7 and 8 (Gardner et al., 2018) and thickness computed from REMA surface elevation

(Howat et al., 2019) and BedMachine bed topography (Morlighem et al., 2020) in the first

row. Second and third rows show estimated values of Θ, the depth-averaged flow-rate

parameter, steady-state depth-averaged grain size, and the thickness of temperate zones

as a fraction of ice thickness in Bindschadler and MacAyeal Ice Streams for both regimes

(Regime A: D = 0.05 mm, p = 2, Regime B: D = 0.05 mm, p = 9).
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Regime 1 Regime 2

Figure S4. Strain rates computed from surface velocity fields derived from Landsat

7 and 8 (Gardner et al., 2018) and thickness computed from REMA surface elevation

(Howat et al., 2019) and BedMachine bed topography (Morlighem et al., 2020) in the first

row. Second and third rows show estimated values of Θ, the depth-averaged flow-rate

parameter, steady-state depth-averaged grain size, and the thickness of temperate zones

as a fraction of ice thickness in Byrd Glacier for both regimes (Regime A: D = 0.05 mm,

p = 2, Regime B: D = 0.05 mm, p = 9).
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